Position

INTERMEDIATE / SENIOR LIGHT OIL EXPLOITATION ENGINEER

Job Type

Permanent

Location

Corporate Office
Calgary, Alberta

Education Level
Openings
Date Posted

University - Engineering
1
August 21, 2018

POSITION SUMMARY
Gear Energy is a publicly traded oil and gas E&P company with heavy oil exposure in East Central Alberta and West Central
Saskatchewan, and light oil exposure in Central Alberta and now SE Saskatchewan. Current production is approximately 7,000
boe/d, and will be approximately 8,000 boe/d upon close of the latest acquisition.
Our strategy for success includes organic growth for which we currently hold a multi-year inventory of low-risk prospects,
enhanced recovery projects, opportunistic acquisitions, and a calculated approach to exploration. Decision making at Gear is
value based, analytical, and collaborative. Gear currently has 27 professional and technical staff in its Calgary head office. We
have ambitious growth plans, and are seeking an outstanding individual to join the team.
We are currently seeking an individual with significant light tight oil exploitation weighted experience spanning varied projects to
add to our light oil team. The position reports to the Vice President, Engineering.
This role will provide Engineering support and leadership within the light oil asset team based on the individual’s unique
capabilities. The role is responsible for the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide technical leadership in the execution, identification and evaluation of existing and new tight oil opportunities.
Delivery of capital projects on or ahead of budget.
Capital and volume budget development and associated tracking.
Leading in the identification and evaluation of acquisition opportunities.
Evaluations for land sales, farm-ins, farm-outs, and exploration & development drilling opportunities.
Application preparation or management of external resources for government and industry approvals.
Preparation and presentation of information to support third party reserve evaluation processes.
Provide a high level of business acumen, creativity and strategic leadership within a multi-disciplinary team to support the
continued success of the corporation.

QUALIFICATIONS:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A minimum of 10 years of technical industry experience with a demonstrated history of adding value, including experience
successfully developing tight oil assets in SE Saskatchewan.
Experience with tight oil plays and multi-stage horizontal fracturing.
Familiarity with western Canada fiscal regimes with solid skills in risk managed economic evaluations.
Demonstrated motivation, strong communication, and analytical skills with the ability to bring informal leadership to a
multi-disciplined team.
Strong organizational and time management skills.
Familiarity with engineering based recovery enhancements such as water floods and chemical floods would be beneficial.
Proficiency in Value Navigator and Geoscout is highly recommended.

Applications can be submitted to info@gearenergy.com

